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Executive Summary
Color has developed a next-generation sequencingbased test for hereditary cancer. This test
analyzes 30 genes associated with increased risk
to develop breast, ovarian, colorectal, melanoma,
pancreatic, prostate, stomach, and uterine cancers
(Supplemental Table 1). The assay fully sequences
the coding sequences and intron/exon boundaries
for the genes of interest, with the exceptions noted
below. Several intronic regions are also included
in order to improve the resolution of copy number
variation detection. The assay has a high degree
of analytical validity for the detection of single
nucleotide variants, small insertions and deletions
(indels), and larger deletions and duplications (copy
number variants, or CNVs). Validation using 507
blinded clinical specimens and 34 cell lines yielded
an accuracy of 100% for 522 variants representing all
these classes.
Introduction
Sequencing the first human genome took more than
10 years and $2.7 billion dollars. However, sequencing
technologies have evolved tremendously over the last
decade, enabling assessment of genetic aberrations
in routine clinical practice1–6. In April 2015, Color
launched a test with 19 genes in which pathogenic
mutations have been associated with an elevated
risk for breast and ovarian cancer. In the hereditary
cancer genetic test, Color uses the same clinicalgrade, quality-controlled sequencing platform to
analyze the risk of developing hereditary cancer due
to inheritance of a pathogenic mutation in 30 cancer
predisposition genes7.
Materials & Methods
Color laboratory, certified by CLIA (05D2081492)
and accredited by CAP (8975161), has developed a
systematic process of automated laboratory protocols
and tailored bioinformatics analysis to achieve reliable
next-generation sequencing (NGS) results. This
process is based on laboratory products from industry
leaders such as Agilent, Illumina and Hamilton.
Specifically, it includes target enrichment by Agilent’s
SureSelect method (v1.7) and sequencing by Illumina’s
NextSeq 500 (paired-end 150bp, High Output kit). At
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several points along the process, automated quality
control checks have been incorporated to ensure
sample identification, high quality of DNA isolation,
library preparation, target capture, and sequencing.
In addition, each sequencing test contains two fullycharacterized positive controls. The bioinformatics
pipeline was built using well-established algorithms
such as BWA-MEM, SAMtools, Picard and GATK. CNVs
are detected using dedicated internally developed
algorithms for read depth analysis and split-read
alignment detection. Variants are classified according
to the standards and guidelines for sequence variant
interpretation of the American College of Medical
Genetics and Genomics/ACMG8. Variant classification
categories include pathogenic, likely pathogenic,
variant of uncertain significance (VUS), likely benign,
and benign. All variants are evaluated by a board
certified medical geneticist or pathologist. Variants
classified as pathogenic or likely pathogenic are
always confirmed by a secondary technology (Sanger
sequencing, aCGH or MLPA) before getting reported.
The Color hereditary cancer genetic test analyzes
30 genes in which genetic alterations have been
associated with an elevated risk for breast, ovarian,
colorectal, melanoma, pancreatic, prostate, uterine
and stomach cancer (Supplemental Table 1). These
genes are APC, ATM, BAP1, BARD1, BMPR1A, BRCA1,
BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CDK4, CDKN2A (p14ARF and
p16INK4a), CHEK2, EPCAM, GREM1, MITF, MLH1, MSH2,
MSH6, MUTYH, NBN, PALB2, PMS2, POLD1, POLE, PTEN,
RAD51C, RAD51D, SMAD4, STK11, and TP53. The
majority of these genes are assessed for variants
within all coding exons (+/- 20bp flanking each exon).
Additionally, non-canonical splice regions are also
included. Several regions that cannot be reliably
assessed with standard target enrichment protocols,
such as exons 12-15 of PMS2 and several non-coding
homopolymers, were excluded. For the CDK4, MITF,
POLD1 and POLE genes, the elevated risk of cancer
is associated with distinct functional genomic
regions. For this reason, only the following regions
are analyzed (genomic coordinates in GRCh37):
CDK4 - chr12:g.58145429-58145431 (codon 24)9–11
MITF - chr3:g.70014091 (including c.952G>A)12–14
POLD1 - chr19:g.50909713 (including c.1433G>A)15,16
POLE - chr12:g.133250250 (including c.1270C>G)15,16
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In EPCAM, only large deletions and duplications
that include the 3’ end of the gene are reported.
These are the only variants known to silence
the MSH2 gene and therefore increase risk of
associated cancer17,18. GREM1 is only tested for
duplications in the upstream regulatory region19–21.
Our validation strategy adhered to guidelines for
NGS from the College of American Pathologists
(CAP), the ACMG22, the Clinical and Laboratory
Standards Institute23, the Nex-StoCT workgroup for
Standardization of Clinical Testing by NGS24 and FDA
Standards for NGS25. The validation study included
saliva samples, well-characterized cell lines and DNA
specimens, previously extracted from blood from
patients who had been diagnosed with hereditary
cancer and whose genetic variants had been
previously characterized elsewhere (Table 1). Together
these groups constitute a good representation of the
possible variant types across the 30 genes in the Color
hereditary cancer genetic test.
Study 1: Reference materials with public data
Every sequencing run contains two positive
controls (NA12878 and NA19240), which have been
recommended as reference materials by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology/NIST26. In
addition, Color has sequenced the Ashkenazi Jewish
father-mother-son trio NA24149, NA24143 and
NA24385. Variant calls in these reference materials
were compared against the union of reported variants
by NIST [NCBI Get-RM] and Complete Genomics27,28.
Several low-confidence variants in the NIST and
Complete Genomics datasets were confirmed by
Sanger sequencing at an independent laboratory.
Table 1a, study 1: Overview of variants, stratified by variant type:
NIST reference materials26.
Specimen

Number of non-pathogenic variants

Table 1b, study 2: Overview of pathogenic and likely pathogenic
variants, stratified by variant type: 29 cell lines [Coriell Institute
and American Type Culture Collection] and 507 clinical samples.
Specimen

Number of

Number of likely

pathogenic variants

pathogenic variants

SNVs

Indels

CNVs

SNVs

Indels

CNVs

14

18

NA

4

1

NA

37

Clinical
samples,
blinded
group
(n=507)

65

69

43

16

1

6

200

Total

79

87

43

20

2

6

237

Cell lines

Total

(n=29)

Total

SNVs

Indels

CNVs

NA12878

60

4

0

64

NA19240

55

4

0

59

NA24143

46

2

0

48

NA24149

55

3

0

58

NA24385

54

2

0

56

Total

270

15

0

285
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Study 2: Blinded specimens from patients with
personal history of cancer
The 30-gene hereditary cancer genetic test was
validated using two groups of patients who had
previously been diagnosed with cancer. The first group
consisted of 29 cell lines [Coriell Institute for Medical
Research and American Type Culture Collection,
ATCC], many of which carry pathogenic variants in
BRCA1 and BRCA2. The second group consisted of
507 anonymized DNA specimens provided by MaryClaire King, Ph.D. and Tom Walsh, Ph.D. Of these
507 specimens, 183 specimens had pathogenic
variants previously identified in at least one of the 30
genes3–5,29–36, and the other 324 specimens had tested
negative for germline variants in the same genes.
Importantly, these clinical samples were provided to
Color in a “blinded” manner; i.e. Color did not have
information regarding the status or genetic makeup of
the samples other than the past cancer history. After
the Color test was performed, results were submitted
to our collaborators to be compared against the
previously identified variants. This allowed Color to
test the accuracy of its assay in the absence of any a
priori knowledge of genetic variants.
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Study 3: Independent confirmation of variants in
consecutive Color cohort
As part of Color’s quality control system, a set of 640
variants was submitted for confirmation by Sanger
sequencing. This set contains 206 variants, detected
in the initial consecutive cohort of Color’s 19-gene
breast and ovarian cancer genetic test, that had been
classified as pathogenic or likely pathogenic.
Study 4: Technical precision: reproducibility and
repeatability
Precision of the Color hereditary cancer genetic
test was assessed with 3 replicate runs, which were
performed by different operators. These runs used
multiple lot numbers of critical reagents such as DNA
polymerase and baits as well as multiple thermocyclers and sequencers. Intra-assay repeatability was
computed by comparing results for 22 unique samples
that had been replicated multiple times within the
same run. Inter-assay reproducibility was assessed
by comparing results for 61 unique samples that had
been replicated multiple times across different runs.
These precision measurements were calculated using
all detected variants, independent of variant type
(SNV/indel/CNV), classification and confirmation.
Table 2, studies 1-2: Assessment of accuracy in detection of
rare single nucleotide variants, insertions/deletions and copy
number variants.
Study
1

2

Specimen

Gene

Total

True

False

False

Positives

Positives

Negatives

ATM

94

94

0

0

BARD1

29

29

0

0

BRCA1

48

48

0

0

BRCA2

85

85

0

0

BRIP1

38

38

0

0

CDH1

23

23

0

0

CHEK2

77

77

0

0

21

21

0

0

True

False

False

of variants

Positives

Positive *

Negative*

NA12878

64

64

0

0

NA19240

59

59

0

0

NA24143

48

48

0

0

MLH1

NA24149

58

58

0

0

MSH2

52

52

0

0

NA24385

56

56

0

0

MSH6

50

50

0

0

Coriell/

37

37

0

0

NBN

24

24

0

0

PALB2

32

32

0

0

PMS2

24

24

0

0

PTEN

2

2

0

0

RAD51C

13

13

0

0

RAD51D

11

11

0

0

STK11

8

8

0

0

TP53

9

9

0

0

Total

640

640

0

0

cell lines
(n=29)
Blinded

200

200

0

0

samples
(n=507)
Total

Table 3, study 3: Overview of secondary confirmation results
by Sanger sequencing for 640 variants, of which 206 variants
had been classified as likely pathogenic or pathogenic in
a consecutive cohort of patients taking the Color 19-gene
genetic test for breast and ovarian cancer.

Number

ATCC

2

Results
The Color hereditary cancer genetic test had proven
analytical validity and 100% concordance with
known variants in all 30 genes across 507 previously
sequenced clinical samples and 34 cell lines. The
522 variants identified in previous clinical testing,
including SNVs, small indels, and CNVs, were correctly
detected in a blinded analysis. In this dataset, 237
variants had been classified as pathogenic or likely
pathogenic, while no false positive pathogenic variants
were called in any of these 541 samples (Table 2).
In addition, all 640 germline variants submitted for
Sanger sequencing were confirmed and no additional
variants of relevance were detected (Table 3).
Repeatability within-run amounted to 100% over 1212
variants (Jeffreys 95% Confidence Interval: 0.998-1),
while reproducibility between-runs was 9613 of 9615
variants (99.98%, 95% CI: 0.999-1, see Table 4).

541

522

522

0

0

*Assessment of False Positives and False Negatives was based on all
variants in the reportable range for the recommended NIST reference
materials (Table 1a) and all (likely) pathogenic variants in the
remaining validation specimens.
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Table 4: Overview of Color Test performance across validation
studies 1-4.
Studies

Results

Score
[Jeffreys 95% CI]

Accuracy

1-2

541/541 samples

100% [0.995-1]

Sensitivity

1-2

522/522 variants

100% [0.995-1]

Specificity

1-2

0 FPs** in 541 samples

100% [0.995-1]

PPV*

1-3

0 FPs** in

100% [0.998-1]

522+640=1162 variants
Repeatability

4

1212/1212 variants

Reproducibility

4

9613/9615 variants***

100% [0.998-1]
99.98% [0.999-1]

*PPV = Positive Predictive Value
**FP = False Positive
***Two likely benign variants, located in a homopolymer repeat and in
a region of high GC content, were not reproduced in all replicates.

Conclusion
The blinded validation studies 1-2 yielded 100%
accuracy [95% confidence interval 99.5% - 100%] of
the Color hereditary cancer genetic test based on a
set of 369 SNVs, 104 indels, and 49 CNVs. In addition,
640 variants (study 3) were confirmed independently
by Sanger sequencing. Similar validation studies
are ongoing to expand test results with rare and
technically challenging variants.
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Supplement
Supplemental Table 1: Known associations between genes in Color’s Hereditary Cancer Genetic Test and cancer type
Gene

Breast

Ovarian

BRCA1

•

•

BRCA2

•

•

Uterine

Colorectal

Melanoma

•

Pancreatic

Stomach

•

•

•

•

MLH1

•

•

•

•

•

MSH2

•

•

•

•

•

MSH6

•

•

•

PMS2***

•

•

•

EPCAM**

•

•

•

•

•

APC

•

•

•

MUTYH

•

•

MITF**

•

BAP1

•

CDKN2A

•

CDK4**

•

TP53

•

PTEN

•

STK11

•

CDH1

•

•
•

Prostate*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

BMPR1A

•

•

•

SMAD4

•

•

•

GREM1**

•

POLD1**

•

POLE**

•

PALB2

•

•

CHEK2

•

ATM

•

NBN

•

BARD1

•

•

BRIP1

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

RAD51C

•

RAD51D

•

* Please note that research and screening guidelines for genes associated with hereditary prostate cancer are still in their early stages.
** Only positions known to impact cancer risk analyzed (genomic coordinates in GRCh37): CDK4: only chr12:g.58145429-58145431 (codon 24)
analyzed, EPCAM: only large deletions and duplications including 3’ end of the gene analyzed, GREM1: only duplications in the upstream regulatory
region analyzed, MITF: only chr3:g.70014091 (including c.952G>A) analyzed, POLD1: only chr19:g.50909713 (including c.1433G>A) analyzed, POLE:
only chr12:g.133250250 (including c.1270C>G) analyzed.
*** PMS2: Exons 12-15 not analyzed.
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